2nd Computer Science Workshop

University of Science & Technology (HKUST) to be held with the
5th International Computer Science Conference
(ICSC'99) Dec. 15-17, 1999
Sponsored by the IEEE Hong Kong Section, Computer Chapter
Special Theme: Internet Applications

Important Dates:

July 15, 1999: Deadline for abstract and complete paper submission
August 25, 1999: Acceptance notification
AEARU Members Deadline

Deadline for AEARU Members:

Since AEARU delegates may choose to submit papers for full peer review or unreferred overview papers, the
deadlines are more relaxed. I hope this will encourage submissions from AEARU delegates.

ICSC '99 and AEARU CS Workshop

ICSC '99 will have a full 3-day program from 12/13 to 12/15 for regular papers, keynote/invited speeches and
panels. In parallel with it is a parallel session consisting of short papers, industrial presentations, and last but not
least AEARU presentations.

AEARU presentations will consist of three types:
1. Overview of research at the member universities. These papers will NOT be reviewed and will be
   published in an informal proceedings by their own. Presentations from AEARU members will be grouped
   into 2-3 sessions, depending on the number of responses.
   Deadline: October 1.

2. Technical papers describing research results of particular projects. These papers will be refereed and will
   be treated as a regular ICSC submission. I.e., they will be presented in the regular-paper track and the
   papers will be published in the formal proceedings published by Spring Verlag.
   Deadline: Aug 6, or as long as I can find reviewers to review your papers. If your submission is rejected or
   arrived unreasonably late, I reserve the right to put your paper into Option.
3. Invited papers which is the same as (2) except that they are not reviewed. Invited speakers are expected to
   be senior researchers.
   Papers will be published in the formal proceedings.
   Deadline: September 15
Notice that (2) and (3) are integrated into the regular paper sessions of ICSC as much as possible. They might not be explicitly labeled as AEARU presentations, although you can certainly mention about it.

**Conference Registration**

Since we encourage AEARU delegates to fully participate in ICSC to interact with and disseminate their research project to colleagues from around the world. You are expected to register in ICSC.

Registration procedure, registration fees, as well as hotel arrangements will be sent to you before October.

From Dr. Dik Lee <dlee@cs.ust.hk> and Prof. Roland Chin roland@cs.ust.hk

**Conference Description**

ICSC is a biannual conference. This year's theme is on INTERNET APPLICATIONS. What's special about this year's ICSC is that it is one of four conferences forming the INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER CONGRESS (ICC'99), Hong Kong:

**Dec 13-15**

The 5th International Computer Science Conference (ICSC'99)
The 6th Int'l Conf on Real-Time Computing Syst and Appl (RTCSA'99)

**Dec 16-17**

The 1999 Pacific Rim Int'l Symp on Dependable Computing (PRDC 1999)

These events, to be held together as one week-long event, will foster cross-fertilization among the relevant disciplines and mark a major milestone in the IT development in Hong Kong. Your submission to and participation in ICSC '99 is strongly encouraged. Please take a look at the attached CFP.

Dik Lee
Program Committee Chair, ICSC '99
Department of Computer Science/HKUST, Hong Kong